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So often, the magic of a trip lies in the offbeat, intimate discoveries that feel like they were waiting just for you. That’s
the idea behind our �rst-ever Editors’ Choice Awards. These are the places, experiences, and keepsakes from our recent
adventures that we have loved best and wanted to share with you. We think they’re all worthy of a trip — hopefully one
that will yield some unforgettable discoveries of your own.
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The Winery as Art Installation

McLaren Vale spoils visitors to South Australia with choice wineries, but d’Arenberg’s new Cube sets the stage for a
singular experience. On the ground �oor of the �ve-level building you encounter a series of trippy, multisensory art
installations before making your way up to the tasting areas and restaurant. The latter serves a superlative, multicourse
meal that’s playful and engaging but doesn’t sacri�ce taste, and the wines are equally excellent. (Tours $10; tasting menu
$190.) —Sarah Bruning
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The Artwork I Could Stare at for Hours

It’s located only a block away from the Duomo, but the Palazzo Medici Riccardi is mysteriously left off the standard
Florence itinerary — which is a shame, because it contains one of the most beguiling works of Renaissance painting.
Benozzo Gozzoli’s Procession of the Magi is a joyous fresco cycle composed not just of the titular tribute-payers but a
long and winding parade of nobles on horses, canines, camels — even a leopard — set against a backdrop of Tuscan
forests, shires, castles, clouds, and Seussian trees. With its meticulous details and �ne, regal colors, Gozzoli’s great work
rewards long study. (Admission $12.) —Peter Terzian

Transforming Your Space Is simple with
Color Collections
See what a little paint can do! Watch how
Timeless Beauty Color Collection from HGTV
HOME™ by Sherwin-William transforms this
home.

From HGTV HOME™ by Sherwin-Williams

Brown W. Cannon III

The Best Reason to Be Out at 2 a.m. if You’re Not a 23-year-old Club Kid

The baths at the Esalen Institute in Big Sur, California — open to the public between 1 a.m. and 3 a.m. — are as magical
and transporting an experience as any I’ve known. The surf is crashing immediately below you, against the cliffs; there
are more stars above than you can count; the bathhouse, consisting of many baths, outdoors and inside, is silent and
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dimly lit; and even amid the 20 or so others who come in each night, you will have a romantic and even spiritual
experience that you will never forget. (Same-day reservations are required and cost $35.) —Pico Iyer
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The Seasonal Breakfast So Simple It Has Only One Ingredient

Spring in Mumbai is many things, and one of them is hot. But it’s also mango season, when the Alphonso variety arrives
on the scene. One morning I strolled into the lovely breakfast room at the Taj Mahal Palace hotel (doubles from $291) — a
historic icon, and my favorite place to stay in the city. Looking at the buffet, my heart sank: no mangoes! So I settled
into my chair with coffee and an array of pastries and prepared for my day. Suddenly, a waiter appeared and placed
before me a single bowl brimming with nothing but cubes of mango. Words cannot capture its heady perfume, the
sensual quality of its texture and �avor. Heaven. (Mango season starts in late March, but the fruit is at its peak in April
and May.)  —Nathan Lump
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The Stylishly Witchy Store That Made Me Want to Join a Coven

Unconventional though it may be, the airy and modern metaphysical shop HausWitch Home & Healing, in Salem,
Massachusetts, does exactly what you hope a local boutique will: it captures the essence of the city in a memorable way.
On the shelves, you’ll �nd items like candles, crystals, artisanal teas, potions, and other magical home goods — many of
which are handmade. They’ve also nailed the whole shop-meets-community concept, hosting events like guided
meditations, tarot readings, and astrology lessons that are a �tting continuation of the town’s unusual history. —
Richelle Szypulski
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The Hike With the Most Photogenic Overlooks

From its beaches and mountains to its leafy tropical forest and iconic Christ the Redeemer statue, Rio de Janeiro is,
simply put, an embarrassment of beautiful views. My favorites are the ones you’ll catch while climbing Dois Irmãos, the
iconic twin peaks at the far end of Leblon beach. It’s an easy, relatively short hike with mega-rewarding panoramas of the
city spread out before you. The trail begins at the top of the Vidigal favela — it’s safe for tourists, but still a fascinating
(and thrilling) experience riding up the winding streets on a mototaxi! (At the entrance of Vidigal, ask a mototaxi to take
you to the trilha Dois Irmãos.) —       Karen I. Chen
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The Horseback Ride That Takes You Inside a Volcano

About �ve minutes into our descent down a steep dirt road in the Pululahua Geobotanical Reserve, an inhabited crater
outside of Quito, Ecuador, I thought I’d made a mistake. It was hot, the horseback ride was bumpy, and I was regretting
my hearty breakfast. But as soon as we dipped below the cloud line and saw the farming community below, I was in awe. I
spent the rest of th day riding through the jungle, chasing the sounds of birds and wind, completely giddy and enamored
of the lush landscape in the crater. (Horseback excursions from $95.) —Chelsea Schiff
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The Unmissable Secret Restaurant in a City on the Rise

I had a mind-blowingly good meal at Bina N37 (entrées $8–$14), which is hidden — truly — in a top-�oor apartment in
Tbilisi, Georgia (the owner makes wine on the roof!). The meal went on for at least 14 courses, and it ended with a choral
group at the next table regaling everyone with traditional songs, and, because it is Georgia, lots and lots of toasts. —Ray
Isle
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The Souvenir I Go Back for Every Year

Florence is my all-time favorite city, but even without the art and food, I would travel there just to shop at Loretta
Caponi, which specializes in the most beautiful embroidered nightgowns. I pick up several for myself and my daughters
every time I’m there. Be sure to tell the ladies in the shop what you’re looking for — they’ll pull out a selection that’s not
on display. —Melissa Ventosa Martin
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The Taboo Country That Should Be on Your Bucket List

Far and away the richest, most glamorous, most unexpected — most wonderful — place I’ve visited in 44 years of near-
constant travel was Iran. I thought nothing could be more complex, involving, and invigorating than Cuba, but super-
chic, super-savvy, culturally dense, and diverse Iran was in another dimension. I had the experience of a lifetime — it’s
no surprise that so many people call it the best destination on the planet. (The U.S. State Department currently advises
against visiting Iran, but if you’d like to go, you’ll need to book through an operator such as Wild Frontiers. They’ll apply for
a visa on your behalf.) —Pico Iyer
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The Best Museum in the Middle of Nowhere

Amid the vineyards of the Hess estate in Salta, Argentina, there’s a private James Turrell museum — the only one in the
world dedicated entirely to the work of the seminal light- and-space artist. It’s worth staying at the nine-room Estancia
Colomé (doubles from $165) next door to experience the run of the place. Having the museum all to yourself at sunset is
truly spectacular. (For outside visitors, tours are available at 3 p.m. and 5 p.m. with advance booking.) —Heidi Mitchell
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The Dish I Could Eat Daily and Never Tire Of

The octopus tacos at Nest Tulum (entrées $13–$19; doubles from $275) on the Mayan Riviera, where I honeymooned last
year, remain the best tacos I’ve ever eaten. I ordered them every day for lunch while staying there. By the end of the
week, the staff didn’t even have to ask for my order; they’d just bring a plateful when my wife and I sat down. The taco
itself is quite simple — charred octopus topped with chile aioli and crispy potato strings — but the �avor is fantastic.
Order a few with a margarita and sit outside facing the ocean with your feet in the sand. —John Scarpinato
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The Hotel Freebies Worth Flying For

I still get a kick out of seeing what products I’ll �nd in a hotel bathroom, but generally they leave me bored:
international brands that I already know or have at home. At Borgo Egnazia (doubles from $742), a beautiful resort in
Puglia, Italy, however, I fell in love with a special shampoo and conditioner. Both are made from local ingredients — the
shampoo with ivy and rice, the conditioner with wheat germ — and both have that creamy, light feeling of old-fashioned,
hand-crafted products that go on smooth, wash out easily, and leave you feeling fresh and clean. I still miss their earthy
scents, and the way they served as a daily reminder of the pastoral quality of one of my favorite places on earth. —
Nathan Lump
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The On-trend Craft Brewery Even Non-beer Snobs Will Love

Bracingly bitter, hops-heavy brews have taken over the craft-beer scene in recent years, but now fruity, creamy New
England-style IPAs are having a moment. The best of these new juice bombs are the ones at Other Half Brewing Co. in
Carroll Gardens, Brooklyn. Even people who don’t think they like beer — or especially IPAs — will have their eyes opened
by the incredibly qua able selection. —Christine Bower-Wright
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Courtesy of Metohi Kindelis

The Greek Farm Stay That Makes Country Life Feel Stylish

On a recent trip to Crete, my family and I stayed at Metohi Kindelis (apartments from $316), on the outskirts of Chania.
The Kindelis family converted buildings on their 17th-century Venetian-era farm into three beautiful apartments, each
with its own pool. Every day we would �nd our kitchen stocked with fresh, organic produce from the working farm —
from bitter marmalade to thick, green extra-virgin olive oil and crumbly sheep-milk cheese. Book the Kyriakos apartment
if you can — its private pool is at the bottom of a wild�ower garden. —Flora Stubbs
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Courtesy of Ashford Castle

The Wildlife Encounter That Would Make Anyone Into a Nature Lover

Ashford Castle (doubles from $697), one of Ireland’s top hotels, has something called a Hawk Walk — you get to hold the
bird on your arm, then watch it take off, soar into the trees, and come back for a piece of meat that’s resting on your
glove. It’s like medieval times brought to life. The guides who explain the sport of falconry are so knowledgeable and
charming, and walking the grounds is lovely. (Hawk Walk experience $105.) —Jacqueline Gifford
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The Best Late-night Street-food Dish in South Korea

On a Saturday night in Busan, I left my wife and daughter asleep back at the Park Hyatt and ventured out in search of a
bowl of dwaeji-gukbap, a pork-and-rice soup that is one of the city’s signature dishes. I think often about the feeling of
wandering through that unexpectedly fun seaside city alone: the teenagers setting off reworks on Haeundae Beach; the
Lamborghinis racing along the coastal road; the crazy, Blade Runner–ish neon zigzag of the city blocks; and �nally
Seomyeon Food Alley, where I happily devoured a $4 bowl of the brothy, savory soup paired with a cold bottle of OB beer
in one of the bright, �uorescent little restaurants. (Seomyeon Food Alley, Bujeon-dong, Busanjin-gu, Busan, South Korea.)
—Jesse Ashlock
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The Most Indulgent Healthy(ish) Meal in France

The vegan tea service at the Shangri-La hotel ($52 for one person, $93 for two; doubles from $1,325) is a completely
unexpected Paris �nd — when’s the last time you thought of France for vegan anything? The hospitality is impeccable
but warm, not stuffy at all. You get many items: lots of sweets and a few savories, English tea staples like scones and
(faux) cream, plus fancy French patisserie items that seem impossible to make without eggs and butter. And in a country
that doesn’t really do doggie bags, the Shangri-La servers even offer to pack up any leftovers for you to take home.
(Afternoon tea is served in the lounges from 4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. on weekdays and in La Bauhinia from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. on
weekends.) —Skye Senterfeit
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The Most Luxurious Experience You Can Have for Less Than $100

I’d never given Moroccan wine much thought (who has?), but on a whim I booked a tasting while staying at La
Mamounia (doubles from $500) in Marrakesh. They set you up with a private table somewhere on the property — ours was
in the beautiful black-and-white atrium — and the sommelier walks you through the evolution of Moroccan wine
making, which began in earnest in the late 19th century, as you sample six wines. We were blown away by the quality,
and given how private and personal the experience is, and at such a high-end hotel, it felt like a steal! (Ask about buying a
bottle of Icône — it’s sold only at the hotel. Wine tasting $60 per person.) —Lila Battis 
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The Cave That Cheese Lovers Will Never Want to Leave

Locals in Asturias, in northern Spain, have been perfecting their cheese-making for centuries. It’s here you’ll �nd
Fundación Cabrales — a cheese museum in a cave, essentially — where you can take a tour, learn how this pungent blue
is made, and eat some cheese. Asturias even calls itself the Land of Cheese, and there are variations on cow-, sheep-, and
goat-milk cheeses that are all local and all delicious. (Tours $5.) —Jessica Plautz
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The Culinary Memento Worth Its Weight in Gold

I am obsessed with shichimi, a seven-spice blend I bought in Nagano, Japan, where it was traditionally a souvenir for
pilgrims to the Zenkoji temple. Now you can get it all over the country, but it’s reputedly still best in Nagano. I got it on
my way to the Korakukan Jigokudani ryokan near the Jigokudani National Park (where the snow monkeys are!), and I have
been savoring it ever since, using only a few shakes here and there on noodles or rice so I don’t run out too fast. Look for
Yawataya Isogora brand shichimi, in a cylindrical red tin with a gold top. —Hannah Walhout
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The Tracker I’d Trust to Keep Me Alive in the African Wilderness

On our honeymoon, my husband and I stayed at Dulini’s lodges (doubles from $1,244) in South Africa’s Sabi Sands Private
Game Reserve. While all the staff members went out of their way to make us feel welcome and answer our questions
about the local �ora and fauna, we learned the most during an hour-long bushwalk with our tracker, Isaac. He pointed
out enormous termite hills, explained how to decipher the tracks of animals that had recently passed through, and
demonstrated how a type of plant called devil’s thorn could serve as soap when mixed with water. Between that
experience and his determination on game drives, I’d speci�cally request him (and our guide, Dinamosi) again. —Sarah
Bruning 
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The Robe so Good That I Had to Have One of My Own

Maheshwar, a town in Madhya Pradesh, in central India, is known for its ultra-�ne weaving. The former maharajah’s
palace has been made into a very special boutique hotel named Ahilya Fort (doubles from $298) that overlooks the
Narmada River. Right next door is a weaving workshop where craftspeople work by hand on wooden looms, and many of
the textiles in the hotel are made using those same techniques. I have strong feelings about hotel bathrobes, and I loved
the one there so much that my husband bought it for me as a surprise when we checked out. I think of that amazing
place every time I wear it. —Flora Stubbs
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The Most Far-out Spa Service in the Western Hemisphere

An experience that really wowed me was the temazcal ceremony at Playa Grande Resort & Spa (doubles from $120) in
Cabo San Lucas, Mexico, last year. It’s an ancient Mayan ritual that involves crawling into a tiny, igloo-like hut �lled with
molten-hot rocks and having a shaman splash you with water and rub herbs all over your body. Sound crazy, but it left
me feeling more relaxed than 99 percent of the other spa treatments I’ve had. (Temazcal ceremony from $120.) —Siobhan
Reid
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The One-of-a-kind Wintertime Adventure

Deep in a snowy forest north of Quebec City, there’s a dog-sledding operation unlike any other I’ve experienced. You get
to drive your own traditional sled, which is both fun and terrifying, and you give the dogs commands in French. After
your ride, the owners walk you through the kennels and show you how the dogs live, what they eat, and how they train;
then the owners serve you hot chocolate and cookies indoors. If you’re there at the right time of year, there are puppies
you can hold — it’s the cutest thing ever! You can even adopt the dogs that are retiring. (Dog-sledding from $85.) —Nina
Ruggiero
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The House Museum You’ll Want to Move Into

When you arrive in Capri, ask for directions to the Phoenician Steps, and then climb all 921 of them — come on, you can
do it — to the village of Anacapri, making sure to turn around every so often to see the view of the Gulf of Naples behind
you. As you reach the topmost step you’ll arrive at Villa San Michele, a modest but lovely house built in the 1890s by
Axel Munthe, a good-hearted Swedish doctor. Munthe wrote a book called The Story of San Michele, about how he found
bliss living on Capri. It was published in 1929 and became a huge worldwide success — sort of the A Year in Provence of
its time. Now open to the public for tours, San Michele was Munthe’s seasonal home until his death in 1949. Over those
decades he amassed an impressive collection of classical statuary, which is on display in both the cool, peaceful building
and the enchanting walled garden. (Tickets $9.) —Peter Terzian
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The Best Little Hotel Library in Tucson

The site of the Arizona Inn (doubles from $149) in Tucson has had many lives — everything from a furniture workshop
for World War I veterans to a Hollywood retreat where actors like Katharine Hepburn and Bing Crosby would stay. Now,
it’s the best property in Tucson, a colorful complex of low-slung stucco buildings with cacti and wild �owers everywhere.
When you’re not out at the pool, the rustic library, full of dark wood, Navajo rugs, and antiques, is the perfect haunt for a
coffee and a newspaper. It’s all adobe and exposed beams, and feels reminiscent of a time when Arizona was a wilder
place. Reading in there makes you feel very glamorous, and I like that it’s got lots of little Arizonan twists on the typical
ornate-mahogany-library vibe. —Hannah Walhout
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Another Reason to Visit Vegas

There are little corners of Las Vegas that feel unlike any other place in the world. One of them is the Neon Museum, in
the relocated shell of what used to be the beautiful La Concha Motel lobby. It sits on two acres and serves as a graveyard
for the colorful neon signs of the city’s past lives. The tour to book is at sunset — you walk around listening to tales of
Las Vegas history and watch the neon come alive. (Tours from $19.) —Mariah Tyler
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The Tasting-menu Finale I Can’t Stop Talking About

I don’t normally like gimmicks in restaurants, but one of the last courses at the meal I had at the Restaurant at
Meadowood (tasting menu $285; doubles from $750) in Napa Valley was both brilliant and utterly delicious. A large candle
had been on our table the entire meal, �ickering away, and the server came up and said, “For your next course,” and
promptly cut the top half of the candle off with a chef’s knife. Inside was an entire crémeaux de Cîteaux cheese with
truf�es, now melted by the heat of the candle. We spooned it onto bread and basically went to paradise. —Ray Isle
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The Shop I’d Drive Across a Country For

On the main street of Dingle Town on Ireland's Dingle Peninsula is a sweet little postage-stamp-size store called Fiadh
Handwoven Design with the most beautiful hand-woven scarves, blankets, and capes made with Irish wool and linen.
When I visited, Fiadh Durham, the young owner, was in the back room working away at her loom and came out to chat.
She's a true artisan — she studied woven textiles in design school. The pieces she makes are elegant and seemingly
simple, but upon closer glance you'll see these intricate patterns. In an era when it seems like every tourist town has the
same old mass-produced souvenirs, it was refreshing to come across a place where there is so much care put into each
piece. I'm not usually one to splurge on clothing and accessories, but I was so enamored of her work I bought several
pieces. Oh, and she has a shop dog, which is an excellent bonus. —Lila Battis
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